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On November 23rd 1960 took place in Riga the consultation'oM Vhock

workers and working brigades of Latvian Communist working movie. At

this gathering there took part approximately 500 of the so-called

"Scouts of the Future", and, of course, the usual Fleiad of Communist

high brass without whom none of the greater -extent gatherings is im-

aginable /Seet2le Ho.279, 1960/. The main speaker was M.Gribkov,

Second Secretary of the Central Committee of Latvian Communiet-Tirty,

and he mostly spoke about the problem how to raise the work produc-

tivity, i.e. the production itself, too. The contents of his speech

made it clear that great deficiencies are still hampering the wock

itself and also the production's volume. The principal,' means of ex-

ploitation of working people - the so-called " socialistic competi-

tions" seem to be n,ot too popular in Latvia, since only " around

16% of working People" did participate there.

Mrs. Furceve at the seeking of the Latvian Communist Party ActivisM.

Comrade J,,urceva,member of the Presidium of the Central Committee

of the All‘Mmion Communist Party. , stayed in Riga for several days.

On December 26th, there took place the meeting of the activists of

the Latvian Communist Party at which more than 1200 Party members

participated. The agenda of this meeting contained decisions adopted

by the Universal Communist Congress that took place in Moscow, i.e.

the message issued by this congress. The main speaker at the above-

mentioned meeting was comrade J.Purceva.



She pointed out that the most characteristic trait of our times

is the fact that the socialistic systeM becomes the most decisive

factor for the development of the human society. The communists are

s lighting for " ths liberation of the nations from the imperialist yo-
1
ke, exploitation and for the liquidationsof colonialism...." " The co-

mmunists are struggling for peace, national independence, democracy

and socialism / 2_41 of December 27th,1960./

Attar having shouted out the usual Communist propaganda slogans,

Mrs. Furceva dealt with tasks to be fulfilled by the Latvian Commu-

nist Party. These tasks were clear as day light - the Seven Year Plan

should be fulfilled before its deadline.

There is no doubt that Furceves visit to Riga was connected with

certain failures to implement the Seven Year Plan in Latvia. Her duty

was also to strengthen the new course of the Latvian communist Party

which is now being introduced after the great purges that started in

1959 and still have n„ ...0 been discontinued in Soviet Latvia.

Latvian Communist Party analyzing the economic conditions. 

On January 29th took place in Riga the mooting of the active cf

Latvian Communist Party attended by 1300 persons. In his speech-report

Mr.A4P016. $ First Secretary of the Central Committee of Latv. Comm.

Party, characterized the true life and economic conditions in Soviet

Latvia. This speech is being now partly quoted as it appeared in

CI e Vo.26 Of January 31,1961 • ".... Yet, the results- achieved during

the last year cannot satpiisty us. One must admit that our republic

has not fully exploited all its chances and possibilities. On the

all-republican scale the production of milk has increased only by 464

we not only have fulled to fulfill our obligations but even have not

secured the fulfilment of the milk-production plan. 306 kolkhoies

and soykhozes / or one third of the total number. Rapp./ have not•

fulfilled their obligations with regard to the yield of milk.
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So, for Lnstance, the average yield of milk in the, district of Talsi

per one cow has decreased by 39 kg. and 15.2% of cows have been dis-

qualified without any justification / slaughtered for meat.Rapp./

Only two kolkhozes of this district have fulfilled their pledges...

The increase of numbers of cows in Latvia has considerably slowed

down during the last years.... 14.5% of cows on the all-republican

scale have been sold to be slapghtered. Likewise, one does not breed

cattle. laniAlcet of the kolkhozes and sovkhozes are wasting too much

of the expensive fodder and work for the production of milk.... Alrea-

dy today we do not have enough of fodder, litter, stalls and sties

and milking mathines.... Many kolghozes have irrespOsibly fulfilled

their obligations with regard to meat-production.... They have thought

lessly taken upon themselves some obligations which they even do not

think to fulfil. We have to struggle for the honor of the Party...

During the last year the kolkhozes and sovkhozes of our republic pun-

chased . from the population ca. 142,000 calves for fattening but

could not fulfil this plan and thus fattening of 50,000 calves had to

be left for the current year.... We pledged ourselves to prudemse

70,000 tn.of meat but were able to produce 49,200 tons only. During

the last year the kolkhozes and sovkhozeahad been able to fatten

one million of pigs but the result was only 563,000 pigs...The pro-

duction of mutton has decreased though. there exist in our republic

all possiblities for breeding of sheep.... The agricultural products

cost us too much: so te.g. the produceion cost of one ont.of milk

during the last year was 8.33 rubles; ten eggs cost us 44 kopecks;

one cut, of goose neat was to be had for 77.5 rubles.... Without any

justification we have decreased the production of grain. In the dis-

trict of Dobele the acreage under cereals has decreased by 1,500

hectares, in the district of Bauska - by 3000 ha., in. Valka - by

800 ha. and Jelgava - by 2000 hectares / all of the mentioned dist-

denictsdeAs4p*Aly the best grain producers during the era of .indepen-
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The last year's harvest gave us only 40% of the grain necessary for

our needs....Minister of Agriculture, comrade Nikonov, is to be blam-

ed for this, he has proved to be incapable to lead Latvian agricul-

ture.... There are many deficiencies what regards cultivation of In-

dian corn.... More sugar-beets should be cultivated...Likewise, we

should pay more attention to cattle-breeding and during the current

year this is a 150% task in comparison with the year 1960... The moot

part of pastures has overgrown with bushes, has turned into bogs and

ther#fore only partly used for pastures... During this year we have

to recultivate 75 to 80 thous. hectares of neglectedand weed-overg-

rown pastures... The potato harvest is not stabAie and is low... The

fields are not harvested in time and mush of grain remains on the

fields during the winter... Our republic has failed for several years

consecutively to fulfil the production of flax... Among the actual

problems of the agricultural development that of the scientific re-

search for furthering of agriculture has been !opt aloof... There is

shortage of agricultural machines... people are still toiling with

their hands.... The sovkhozes are working with a deficit...In many

districts fusing of kolkhozes has proved to be a failure and is caus-

ing losses... The role of the agricultutal specialists should be enlar

god. Today we have 6812 specialists among whom there are only 1108

graduates of schools for higher education.

gle Fifth Plenum of the Central Q..mtracatjAninjignaLizarszt.
The filth plenum of the Central Committee of LatviCommaarty took

place in /Riga, March 29th and 50th,1961. Two items were on the agenda:

06vokation of the next regular congress of the Latv. Comm. Party and

questions pertaining to the work of the Central Committee of the

Latvian Communist Party of concern to fulfilment of January 1961

decisions adopted by the Central Committee of the All-Union Communiat •

Party with regard to agricultural problems. It wae decidedAto convokk-
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the XVIII Congress of Latvian Communist Party in Riga on 6ept.26th,

1961. This conggess is supposed to prepare materials for the A11-Unios

Communist Party Congress / the 23r4/ scheduled to convene in Moscow,

October, 1961.

An extensive report pertinent to the second item of the agenda was

delivered by A Pelae, First Secretary of the Central Committee of Lat-

Vian Communist Party. The principal part of this report dealt with

the "sins" of Latvian sovkhozniks, kolkhozniks and local leaders of

Latvian Collvunist Party in connection with failures of Latvian agricu-

lture during the last year. The report contained 61so some interesting

figures. " so, for insatnce, there are serious deficiencies in the
construction plans in the kolkhozes. During the last year the kolkho-

zes fulfilled only 63% of the byre-construction plan, or 50% of the

aheds for young cattle. The plan for the construction of houses has

been fulfilled only 87%. On the all-republican scale the kolkhozes .

and sovkhosee have sold and delivered only 78% of milk, but the dist-

ricts of Ludze and Preill - only 04%. The percentage was 0? in the

district of Vilani, and that of the district of Rezekne was 86. Such

deficiencies Should be eliminated". Pam No.77, 1961./

Changes within the_leaderatvi Coaa mMUiliat Party.

The 5th Plenum of Latvian Communist Party at their meeting of

Uarch 30th,1961 / See: CIna V o.77, 1961/ decreed the following

changes:

1 At his own request was discharged from the duties of the Secretary
of the Central committee of Latvian Comm. Party and membership of

the Bureau of the Central Committee, A.Miglinika / at his request

claiming bad. 'health / and In his stead was elected / to both of the

above-mentioned posts / V.LeJini.

24Wigliniks was the last of the five secretaries remaining at his

post after purges within the Latvian Comm. Party initiated in 1959.
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It is quite possible that his "bad health" is the and of the purges.

V.Lejinh, the new secretary of the Central Comm. and Member of the

Central Committee's Bureau, is a new star on the firmament of Latvian

Communist Party because until now his name did not figure among those

of the %embers of the Central Committee or even among the candidates.

Likewise, he had never been occupying any of the important party posts

in Soviet Latvia.

2. R.Verro has been appointed Director of the Agricultural Departs.

of the Centr. Comm. of Latvian Comm.Party / instead of ifaubenis/.

Also be is a now star in the leadership of the Latvian Comm. Party,

since his wan had never been mantiondd before in connection with any

of the important posts.

V•Kaniiun  has been api,ointed the responsible editor of the maga-

zine Padomju LatviJas Romunists, to replace K.Tdhadmhev. This is an

important promotion to V.Karaliun since his previous post had bee4n

merely editor of the illustrated magazine Zvaigzno and be had never

held nny positions within the Communist Party.

4. Pairsterio was promoted from a candidate to full membership of

the Sammz Central Committee of Latvian Comm. Party.

V.RUD5a, First Secretary of the Liepaja Communist Party was

struck off Sim:membership of the Central Comm. of Latvian Communist

Party.

milflekaTii_anlommunitPar'sCentralCo_mmittee.

VI Plenum of the Central Committee of Latvian Communist Party took

place in Riga, June 6th and 7th,1961. Two questions were on the agen.

de: 1. improving of the organizatory and political work among mass-

es to be carried out by the Party rural organizatiens and 2. Survey

of the Communist Party's Riga Municipal Committee on fulfilment of

the decisions of the Plenum of the Central Committee of the All-Union

Communist Party adopted in Ju17,2960, and the decisions adopteetry.

the XVII Congress of the Latvian Communist Party. To make it snort r-
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this was an accounting for the results achieved by Communist Party-

workers in rural areas and the capital city of Riga: . /See: CIE,
3No.133,134 and 135 of 1961/.The said accountings/ or to be Ism* true-

on
lectures/Mat and how to work-in the future / were delivered by two

Noacoes henchmen M.Gribkoi, Secretary- of the Central Comm. of Latv.

Comm. Part, and N.SoloViov / both of them are 2ussiens/Becretary of

the Riga anicipai Committee. The speeches Of the said contain some

parts. that are interesting because of figures contained therein and

also because. of failures described..

M.Gribkov in hie re ort on Latvia's a:ploulture, among other things,

said: /Quotations taken from the above-mentioned newspaper Ma/

'... According to information coming from the Central Statistical

Bureau. of the Republic, the sovkhozes and kolkhozes have managed to

fulfil the sowing of spring corn /until June 1st/ over 9055 - having

sown 30,000 hectares more than during the same period lest year. The

sowing plan for cereals and leguminous plants has been fulfilled 97%,

or 4 - ,000 ha. more than during the last year's corresponding period...

The things are b etter with sowing of corn. 82,600 ha have been sown

before June 1st, or - 27,000 ha. more than during the same period

in 1960. Tiowever, areas under crop-Tor cereals and vegetables, as

well as the pace of sowing of grass cannot satisfy Us... We have some

facts making it clear, that some Party districtoomgittees, district

executive committees, primary organizations of party and Iromsemol.

as well as directors of sovkhozeti and kolkhozes have not taken suffi-

cient care of fulfilment of pledges given by working people. This is

explanation Why kolkhozes and sebthozei of the districts of Aleksne,

Ogre, Riga, Gulbens Caste.... have delayed and thus lost the best

time for the sowing caMpaign, and in some of the said districts'
?=.

husbanAirienthere were even grossly ignored the most slemOtary,
mends of agro-technique	 Thus the areas under crops seem to be
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larger than the last year but in the most productite districts the

things have gone wrong, Could this be explained again as a sabbtage?

Rapp./ The pace of meat and milk production can by no means sattsry

us since during the last five months they had been much lower than

foreseen. by the socialistic pledges. The republic le not fulfilling .

her obligations towards the country what regards selling of milk and

meat. The districts of Riga,Madona, Jekebpi/s, Preili and some hue-

ban:tries of other districts, as well, are lagging behind what conoerne.

production of meat, and with regard to prodUetion of silk the SSMS cou

ld be said about the districts of B auska, Dobe/e, Valmiera, Vents-.

pile and some husbandries of other districte, too."

And for all this t, the above-mentioned Party boss is blaming the

Party, and admitting that "the Party primary organizations are not

being duly guided". Also communists have not been placed in the right
-

angles. To 'this effect Gribkov said :" Just now there are amang the

kolkhoz chairmen of our republic e32 communists; 123 communists work

as sovkhoz directors and 271 as farm directors. Approximately 1000

communists are working as agronomists, zootechnicians and other agri-
production

cultural specialists. In the direct process of	 are working
e

only 7419 communists / as mechanizators, cattle fariers and soil ti-

llers/. Thus, nbt even 10,000 commmnisteware work4g.in.latOsn ag-

riculture,'.and this proves that the Communist Party is not pal'ular

in Latvia's rural areas inhabited by almost one million peoples. And

therefore comrade Gribkovdid not have any other issusbut to repro-

ach the communists living in the country-side and to tell them what

should be done in order to increase the numbers of4arty members in

rural areas, and to achieve by means of propaganda'4hat'the Seven

Year Plan should be fulfilled before its deadline, The fact that

the next tasks will not bapasy to fulfil is evident from the'lectu..'

rer"s v(ar4e, that " Such deformations as dishonest ettitude?VaWards
-

-41
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work, drinking, tendencies to nurse private property, speculation, ten.

dency to become rich, swindling  and religious superstition do delay

the fulfilment of ourplans and stop our progress... Yet, many Party

organizations do not fight consistently enough against' these negative

facts. Several Party organizations still fight too softly against

king and imMorality... We should not even for 04Oment relax ii our f.17.:.

ght against such relantuOii of the capitalistic regima,a;ktha . bourge-

ois nationalise shall not foot that . ouranaties are not. sleep-

ing. The bourgeois nationalistsare eager tO,usaeVery creek to
_	 .

trate their reactiOnary ideas. They lift their heads elterz time when

the political vigilance of . the,Party workers becomes blunt... A great

hindrance is the fact that People are living in individUAI homesteads

in our 'rural areas. Generally speaking; the moving of peoples to vi-

llages has not yet been duly organized. The, ,rlan for the construction

of kolkhoz living space during the last year-has been fulfilled only

6796. During one year 2463 apartments have been put Into operation.407

apartments have been made available during the first months of the cu-

rrent year, or 11* Of the plan. Districts of Kraslava, Gu/bene, Riga

and also kolkhozitiof several other districts have not paid any atten-.

tion to buildiag,0 - apartments./Some of them have fulfilled only 2 to

3% of the: preselqb ed plan.Rapp./

With reference to agricultural specialists M.Gribkov said s

" The Latviad)Oobmunist Partnlits Central Committee, and the city and

rural distrietCommittees have recently done a great work in order to

provide kolkhetes and sovkhozes with specialitts. For the time being

in 464 kolkhozes / from the total of 976 / agricultural speaialists

are working as chatmen of the boards. In 115 sovkhozes / out,or161/

sootechnicians, agronomists and oth6t agricultural specialistatro.,'

working as directCri. In the entire rapubliO there sire work
..•

•

	

	
,,

the agriok4tUr6 more	 9OQ specia1.etagiong..tkei64006 agrono*.;'	 :
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and approximately 1700 zootechnicians". It is evident from the above

that the numbers of kolkhozes have been again decreased. / There had

been 1150 in 1960/, and this indicates that the consolidation of the

kolkhozcs is still being continued. There are no changes what regards

the numbers of a:ivkhozes.

11§2.1...04 "nout the situation in Riga industry , was more

aptimistic than M.Grinkov when speaking about the Soviet Latvia's

agriculture.

. It appears from SoloviCirl a report that the Riga industry i3,,
productng the majpr partof the rePUblie's	 output, inelud.=

ing 90% of the machine-building industry. The Riga'industry has conn-

ections with almost all economic distrtcts of our. state fisek:•'Soviet

Union!, as well as with 50 foreign countries. The city's industry is

doing its best to fulfil its task. The gross production plan for the

first fivemontha has been fulfilled 103.1%. A 'great assistance to

ga has,been rendered by the Soviet Union's Com q,unist Party,•the

ninist Central Committee, the Soviet GoVirnment,. and the brotherly
,

Soviet republics, and particularly - the great Russian nation

2700 collective and more than 60,000 workere are participating in

the movement for a communist-type work... Riga working people are

cOmpeting pith working peoples in Tallinn, Minsk and Tbilisi...• Appro„	 .•
1Wzately 100,000 young workers are employed in 'Riga industrial enter-

prises, construction organizations and transportation...." Speaking
,•=3]'

, about the deficiencies, SoIeviov said : " There are Still many de-,

- .: ficiencies and serious mistakes in the work of the City's Party
-	 ,

Committee. Very often posititely estimate& figures are masking de-

ficienoies and failures... There are enterprises where. Very_little

attention is being paid to the problem of decreasing the volume of
,	 .

manual work... There are still,miny -defects in the construction work

,

The qusp&ti,of ths constnnctiOn work is still low and. many anxieties
;.cv,	 •
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is causing the bud work performed by specialized.organizations... The

plans have not been fulfilled... The patronage of . sovkhozes and,kolk-

hoses is limping and pledges are not fulfilled..." Just the same as

in agriculture, cheating is also being practiced in industry. 7itb
••••••••••■

regard to this tIls lecturer said :" The Part' and aate discipline

should be strictly obeyed. Workers of many enterprises have chosen

the road of cheating the State and producting of fictive records."

Plenum of

The IV Plenum of the Central Committee of Latvian Komsomol Cook

place in Riga, December 8,1960. At this plenum participated the ac-
tivists of the Komsomol of the higher educational institutions, di -

ractori, r•ctors,and secretaries of the Party organizations, as well

as deans and secretaries of the faculties' Party organizations of the
4

schools for higher learning. Also there were present representatives

Of various organizations, Komsomol district and secretaries of the
munkcipal councils, secretaries of the largest industrial enberprisosi
chairmen of-the republican Party and Trade Unions, officials of the

Ministry for Culture, as well as representatives of the Committee for
Higher and Special Secondary Education, altogether more than 500 per-

.
sons. Only one question was on the agenda, i.e. " About the Tasks of

the ransom.' Organizations". A.4tman-iiv , Secretary of Latvian g0M10...

=VS Central Committee, was the rapporteur and,Bashanax, an instruc-

tor of the Central Committee of the All-union Komsomol, *as the su-

pervisor sent for this purpose from Moscow.

The plenum organized on such wide scale oleaat.ii4OW8 that there
4

are somieseriouirproblems to4dealt with in the work ad. the tasks

of the Latvian Komsomol / young Communist League /. This was also ev!.

.idint froluthe contents of the report and the ,debates which hays

bson'publithed in Raddmilulianhatne.No«239, of December 9,196O.

I
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A.Gitmands :" ...We should secure the high ideoldlgical levol of the

educJtional work and we should positively do away with some students'

nonchalant attitude towards the theories of Marxism-Laninismv the

students should be educated in the spirit of the nation's and the

Conmunist Y.arty's revolutionary and working traditions, in the spirit

of today's heroism, the unshakable friendship amng the nations of

the Soviet Union, in the spirit of the proletarian internationalism;

the students should uncenditionallY struagle amtkinst an kind of 

revisionist and nationalistic mutilatikne. / Underlined by Rapp./

Sot a one director of a primary scnool, boradine-school, or a kinder-

garten, or a pioneer leader for the schools of our republics who would

satisfy the Party's requirements has ever been prepared from among

the young graduates coming from our higher schools... e simply have

to see to it that our influence penetrates into each of our stud-

ents."

Jaun same, Secretary of the Komsomol of the Latvian State University:

" For the time beluga there are more than 1700 members of the Komso-

mol organizations studying in this university / I.e. approximately

504 of those studying in that school. Rapp./. This year we have ad-

mitted more students into the Komsomol than during the three previous

years combined... Yet, there are many deficiencies what concerns the

educational work."

2,71_.124143 . First Sec-ry of the Riga Komsomol:

'Only two Komsomol conventions have taken place in the Academy ef

Fine krte during the last two years. Vo wonder that during the period

revised the Komsomol organizations has not admitted even one comrade'

Futnia, Chairman of the State Higher AND Special Secondary Education

Committee of the Council of Ministers of the Latvian SSR

" There are 21,000 students in our republic the population of which

is 2 million... The buildings of the Daugavpile and Liepaja pedago-
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Institute have been erected. At the present time the building of the

Latvian Agricultural Academy is under construction at Jelgavs / A lrea-

dy for the fifth consecutive year, but the work does not progress.

Rapp./

Cilecka,Dvin of the Rigg Faculty of Medicine

" In the/result of sessions and examinations many students receive

unsatisfactory marks in the political economy and marxism-leninism...

However, the Komsomol organization does not react to this. It also

does not control the young teachers / Thus we have one statemeny more

making it c&ear that Komeomol has also to control the pedagogics/

staff.Rapp./... The work doea not proced easily in the Institute / of

Medicine. !app./. The Institute was established ten years a!7o but up

to this day it does not have its awn material basis."

The plenum imposed a task on the Komsomol organizations of the

schools for higher education to strengthen the political and ideolo-

gies/ eduation of students with a particular indication that they

should comprehend the theta, of Varxism-Leniniam, that they should

grow up in the spirit of a ComTunist morale' and be intolerant tow-

ards the remnants of the bourgeois ideology and demonstrations of

nationalism. The students should be taught to acquire the sense of

responsibility and readiness to do their work everywhere efter their

graduation where the interests of the State demand this.

Latviau 8R Committee for Youths Organizaions established.

On February 23rd and 24th, 1961, th V Plenum of the Latvian Komsomol

took . place in Piga having on its agenda only one item - "Yarticipat-

ion of the Komsomol members in the Fulfilment of Agriciatural Tasks.

It would be of interest to note that also this time there wee a

special supervisor from Moscow, comrade Mahuravliove, :4ecretary of

the Central Committee of the All -Union Komsomol ' And, of course, all

decisions were adopted unanimbusly end according to a long eatabliahad
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pattern- the Komsomol members have to show az examl:le wh.l.le doing

the field or so that the Zeven Year ilan would oe acomolianed with

e suplus, before deadline, et.etc.

As a surprise came the joint meeting of various youths organizati-

ons in -Age, 17ebr.24th, where, together with the ropresentatives of

the Komsemol, perticipated also delegates of other yeutha organizat-

ions / ca.500 delegates ultogethes / and their - decision was to estakv-

lish the Latvian CSR Committee for 'Youths Organizations / See: .C...Ua

No.49 of 1961/. 1:211.1eichs, Secretary of the Komsomol's Central

Com:ittee, was elected chairman, as well as the ccmzittee itself con-

sisting of 69 tembers. The point of the matter is that the establish-

ment of this committee is nothing elee but braidling of other youths

organizations / sport, cultural, etc./ so that their activities could

be easily and effectively controled by the Latvian Maidtma Young Co-

mmunist League /Komsomol/. E owever, the greatest danger to the youths

can be traced in the forcible placement to work in the kolkho.;es and

virgin areas. Pravda of February 11,1961, reported that the Central

Committee of the All-Union Komsomol has decided to place 1 million

youths to work in the fields in order to avoid the agricultural cri-

sis caused by Khrushchev. There is another question, i.e. whether

this one million people would be able to save the chaotic collective

system by their efforts, but there is no doubt that this decision

made in Moscow will impose n . ew •tacks and trials to Iatvien youths

and Yoscow will be again trying to dilute the natioilal composition

of the Baltic population by sending them to Kazakhstan or other dis-

stricts having virgin lands, and polluting the original population

by sending in soldiers and Russian rubbish proletariat.

Changes within the Latvian Komsomol.

Padomiu Jaunatne of Apri•28,1961, writes:" On April 26th toOk

place the Plenum of the Central Committee of the Latvian Young Co-
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The Plenum / the 6th/ discharged L.Himelreichs from the duties of the
Liecretery of the Central Committee in connection with his designati-

on to another post. L.U.Resrtkevitch was elected by the Plenum to dx,
the Komsomol Central Committee's secretary's work in the field of prQ.•

paganda and agitation. He was also elected memb-er of the Central Co-

mmittee's Bureau".

Bartkevitch it3 a new"etar of the Zome•mol Pleiad. 	 name was
not known in Latvia prior to his election. Re even was not a member

Of the Central Committee or a candidate-member.

C. GOVEDWOMIT.

Supreme Soviet's Session in Riga.
On November 25th and 26th there took place in Riga the Pifth Con-

vokation of the Fourth bession of the Latvian SSR Supreme Soviet.
The most important item of the agenda was - !, coasures to be taken

in order to further construction of houses, outhouses and buildings
for cultural needs in kolkhoses and sovkhozes of our Republic". Other

questions were not so important since the council had to ratify the

decrees and other decisions taken by the presidium. The main speaker
on the construction natters was V.Strogen ov, Deputy Chairman of the
Council of Ministers of Latvian SSR. /EIRE No.281 of 1960/. Also this

rapporteur was wecmitk forced to admit that ruin has overtaken the ag-
riculture where the old buildings,long ago in need of repair, still

have to be used, and no new buildings have been erected to replace

the obsolete ones. It was evident from the report that there is a

lsok of construction materials, no proper organizing and even lack of

funds what concerns construction In Latvia's rural dietTicts.

At the conclusion of the session was adopted a long-size resoluti-
on concerning planning of rural construction. /Bee: EadomJu EatviJas
Jaunatne 1io.256 of 1960/. The most interesting statements contained
in this resolution are the following : 1.A11 individual farmhouses
should be vacated within the next ton years . and all Latvian farmers

will then have to live in village* according to the Russian pattern;

2. The plans for the liquidation of individual farms should be prepa-
red during 1961 but the plans for the construction of villages - dur-

ing the years 1961 and 1962. 3. 25% of farm-workers' income should
be deposited in the indivisible funds of the kolkhozes for financing
of construction. 4. Besides it, the kolkhozniks have to find ever,-
possible means for the individual construction. In addition to this
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the resolution contains a decision indicating which state enterpri-
ses and institutions will have to help to carry out the complete co-
llectivihtion of Latvian country-side in the field of construction.
This decision is nothing else but a clear . indicotion thzt thousands

of years of the private farming system so characteristic for the indi-
vidualistic Latvian farmers will be destroyed and Russian spirit ori-

ginatint5 from the village system now is predestined to be the dOminae-
ring one aluo in Latvia. But ten years hence is a ion time!

Among hhe decisions adopted at the above session it wonld be of
interest to note the to/lowing

1. Composition of the Council of Ministers and Ministries.
/ Gee:Clia of December 2d,1960./

Composition of the Council of Vinisters: /
stitution of the Latvian SSR/

Chairman of the Council of Latvian Sa Ministers,
First Deputies of the Chairman of the Council of Ministers,
Deputies of the Chairman of the Council of ministers.

Ministers of the Latvian SSR:
Chaim. of the.State Planning Commission of the Council of Ministers,
Chairman of the Secondary and Higher Education Committee of the

Council of Latvian SSP Ministers,
Chairm.of the State Construction and Architecture committee of the

Council of Latvian SSR Ministers,
Chairmex of the State Comwunal Economy of the Council of Alluisters

of the Latvian SOR,
Chairman of the Silviet Control Commission of the Council of Ministers

Of the Latvian SSR,
Chairman of the State Security Committee of the Council of Ministers

of the Latvian SR,
Chairman of the Central Statistical Board of the Council of Ministers

of the Latvian SSR.
Ministries of the Latvian SSR / The new Art.48 of the Constitution/
Latvian Union-Republican ministries are the following
Defence
Pore ign Affairs
Finance
Culture
Agriculture
Communications
Health.

The following are the so-called republican ministries of the
Latvian ZSR

Autotransport end loads
Conaruction
Interior
Education
Forestry* and Timber Industry
Social Security
Commerce.

Amended Art.45 of the Con-
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2. The newly-created Comnissions of the 6upreme f,oviet 

/ See:Clip of December 2,1960/

By virtue of a decision by the Supreme Soviet three new commissions

have been created in Soviet Latvia by consolirUting the old ones 4

'

pudget and Economic Commission of the Latvian 8,01 ncreme Soviet 
consisting of 19 members. (Mae kekalms - Chairman.	 -

Commission for Leislative Initiative of the La'tvian Za 3upr.Z;oviet 
consisting of 15 members. Vladislavs Asans Chairtan.

ST G OF 17 members. V ad mire Dak a -C a men.
The above changes have not introduced any renewals in the Souiet

bureaucracy but probably, will give the possibility to better super-

vise this great variety of institutions.

Elections of the Peoples' Judges. 

The elections of the peoples' judges took place in Latvia on Decem-

ber List. Cal of Dec.14th,1960, reported that 99.77% of the voters

participated in these elections and that all of them did cast their

votes for the proposed candidates. Altogether there were elected 74

peoples' judges and 5550 peoples' jurors. Among those elected 43.24%

are women, 50.43% members or member-candidates of the All-Uniom

Communist Party. / No mistake,- all these people are members not of

the Latvian but the All-union's Communist Party1/. 49.5756 of the elect

ed do not belong to the Communist Party. The newspaper adds that in

these elections " did manifest the greatest political activity of the

working people of the republic".

A :law Minister. 

The newspaper ca reported on Dec.16th,1960, that the Presidium
of the Latvian k3SR Supreme Soviet has decided to appoint michail

Sidorov,tho Vice Chairman of the Latvian SSR Council of Rational Eco-

nomy, to the post of a Minister of the Latvian SSR.

First came the radio announcement that M.Sidorov / a Rusey10/ was
appointed Vice Chairman of the said institution and than cane the

news of his promotion to a mica:Wart Cabinet rank.
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The reveller election-farse.

(1) erch 19th there took p lace in the occueied Latvia the elections

of the workine peopleedeputiev. Peoplee' representatives were elected

in ;?9 district councils, 55 city councils, 3 Piga City dietrictx coune.

cile, 33 hemlet councils and 620 village couacils of eorking peoples.

Altocether there have been elected 20,963 deputies for the locel

councils or soviets, and among those eleeted there are 8,794 'women

/or 41.94%/f 8,719 deputies or 41.58% of the total ere members or car

didate-zembers of the All-Union Comeueiet Party but 12,249 deputies, I
e. 58.472- are non-Farty people. 12,643 deputies are workers by their .

profession and kolkhozniks. This group represents 60.30%. 99.n to

99.87Z of those having the right to vote participated in the above

electiems.

This was again the regular farce played . in jeViet Letvia by the occ.

rants. The alectione were organized / quite understandably !/ on the

basis og only one candidate-list thus giving no choice to voters who

had to submit the list Given to them. Everybody was forced to parti-

cipate in the eletion comedy..

11-viAasasSovietl‘eanociation"LatvianAiculturalTeehniue".

137 virtue of a decree promulgated by the Latvian $1? supreme soviet

on . 15archl8th 1961, there was established in :2oviet Latvia the so-call-

ed *Republican Assn. for 4gricultural technique; for selling of mine-

ral fertilizers and other technical means, for amelioration of the

soil and organizing of machine-repair and usage in kolkhozes and so y

-khozes. This orgunizetion's chairman he a Cabinet member's rank.

His name is /lye Pozniak. / Source:Pedomeu prtriegtxm Jounatne No.58

of 1961./ The newly-promoted Zinister has never before occupied

any political posts and had been working for several years as the di-

rector of the Liepaja Agricultural Machine Factory, The task Of:the
nor association would be to supply agriculture with new technique,
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rese ,'ve perts and other items necessary for pdodiaction. AmonR its

tasks would ho rase 	 of the rer:airof . orricultural machines,

t1(1nG caro cf qu(J ir icd csricultural cadres, aS well es organizinu

and carrying out of amelioration, recovering of overerown and neglect-

ed lands, etc. In other wordz,- the neT1T-established organization

and itc director / and a new member of Soviet 7.etvian C ,Juncil of Mini-

stersi/ hav6 to fulfil tasks that are by no means easy. This has been.

already MAd23 clear by many reports on foil res of the Soviet Letvian

agriculture and the ruin of agriculture ingeneral,

nist of av-iculture and new administratinn for so khoz

The docree of the LatViall SSR Supreme Soviet of varch 2=M11961,

discharged A.N)conov fron the duties of the ninister of agriculture.

In his stead was deignete d Janis Vsnags. By virtue of the said decree

them rss established in Latvia the Central . Board for SovIrhozes of

the Council of Minister s of the Latvian .r.7trl?. Patorts areiveris was

designated to serve as its directw„ and promoted to the Cabinet

ster's rank. /Se:Elat No. 70 , 1961/

These changes did not occur unexpectedly because the First Secretary

of the Central Comnittee of the Latvian Comamist Party has for seve-

ral times warned A.Nikonov in his speeches saying that the latter

cannot remain on his post because of his inability to manage Latvian

agriculture. Also the establishment of a central board for managing

sovIthozes seems to be in tho result of failures existing in the

managing-system prevailing in kolkhozed and sovkhozes end their being

under the administration of the sans authority that created nothing

else but a chaos. The task to disc •.ntinue such chaotic conditions

will fall on the above-mentioned newly apcointed ministers. The Mini-

ster of A griculture, Janis Vanags, had been running this ministry a

short time after Latvia's occupation in 1940, but after the World

War /I , he had been performing the duties of the Rector of the Soviet



Academy of Agriculture. He 16 a graduate aeronomiut having

received tile deeree darine the era of the independent Latvia arij. is

consideved to be an expert. Besides it he is respected by the gradu-

atee of the Latvian Academy of Agriculture. Theee seem to be the rea-

sons foe his designation to a new post with the teak to evert a total

ruin. The second of the newly-apeointed ministere -:e.Skreiveris made

a big step forward since he had been nothing else but a candidate four

the Centre' Committee of the Latvian Communist farty, and had been

working as a earty secretary in tne district of Rezekne.

A new minister of finances.

By its decree of March 24,1961, the Latvian 3.6R Supreme Soviet ap-

pointed , Kiarlis Telmedeeve the Minister of Finances. relieving at the

same time viodor kanoilo from the above post. The reason for Yanoilo's

discharging was given es " appointing to another pee-V. Durine the

postwar years E.Telmadeevs had been working as the responsible editor

of the :arty magazine LatviJesKomuaiste.and had never been performing

any politicalor administrative post. The real motives forklenoilo's

dismissal are not known to as but it would be hard?: believable that

there might be some connection with the purges previously carried out

in Latvia because Manoilo had been working as a minister all these

postwar ?sane and it is not excluded that in one or another way he

might have been cooperating with Latvian communists like E.Berklays 

and some others who are'now in disgrace./ 21E.ello.72 ,1961./

One more ministry, Also a new depute chairman of the Latvian WR

Council of Ministers.

By virtue of the decree of the Latvian SLR Supreme .ioviet of Uaroh

28,1961, a new ministry was established in Soviet Latvia, this time

- the Ministry of supply of the Latvian &SR. Vladimir 6troganov, the

former deputy chairman of the Latvian SR Council of Ministers,.wae

appointed minister. VitliAs Rubenis was appointed Deputy .Chairman

of the Council of Ministers of the Latvian saRa* No.75, 19.1/.
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As o mtter of fact it apears that V.3troganov i).1 been demoted

thoug:11 ho is DO7	 head of au independent iustitutin. 1;Jt th() tasks

of this now ktinist:.'y will be -1v.le not yet been mentiened but one

con12 presume that within the sphere of its ensdk will be • included the

task to talTe core of the fulfilment of the state supply-plan and thus

thin ne !:! m'mistry will assume the role of the exuminer for better im-

plementation of the 3oviet colnial exploitation of Listvia.The newly-

-sp;ointed deputy chairman of the Council of ninistivrs had been work-

Lng an the: Il_rector of thc L::ricultural Derartm. of the Central Comm.

of the -.1.,ritv. Co,Z14  1-!arty. His promotion to the new post means that

the agricultura.i pX;Oblems nhould now !'ot tore attention Athin the

Cabinet.
Seconder:-

The Str„te Com4ttee for Higher and Seecial/Mication liquidated. 

By virtue of	 decree of tlie Presidium of Q.:a la,tven ' T) V-upreme

Coviet of Mar 4th,1961, the State Committee or Hcier and Special
SSR

Secondary Education of the Latvian/naafi of Vinicters kis been li-

quidated. The caid committee had been established in 1959 when the

new school-law 1.7,as introduced in Latvia /like ti e entire Soviet Uni-

on/ stipulatine that the cenerel-type highschoole were tewneformed

into schools for technical trades. Thou lt the implementation of the

new school law, i.e. the reorganizing of schools is now being . carried

out / it should be terminated only in±1963 /, it seems tbat . tbe now

liquidated committee has Weedy proved to be superfluoue. As a na-

tter of fact its establishment two years . ago has not been justified

since the reorganization in educational matters undoubtedly belongs

to the competence of the Ministry of Education. But this Lae not been

for the first time in the occupied Latvia thst various entirely un-

neceeeery institutions have beenestabli•hed with the only purpose

to have . them 1iquidated sometime later. This is tyPical for the eo-

mlunist bureaucracy/ Source: Pidomlu Jaunatne 1O.83 of 1961.
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T!F 6TAIT Tx. cAr . :J .=4 AND 30.5GET.

1961 Budf:st. 

The '1.:pr3e:oviat of the txXxtrax211R Soviet Union , decreed on le-

comber 72,1960, by a Ltecial laT that Coviet Latvia's bult;ct for the

Tear 19 ..1 shall bt 5r:1anced et 476,06,S00 rubles / in the new cu-

rrenf:v; i:Ese gal o.302 of 1960/. 14• the same law it roe also otipu-

lated that 19.9:6 from the amounts foreseen by the .Soviet Latvian bud-

getary income s.d taxes, shall be counte ,!: of for the benefit of tilt-

via herself. This is the lowest percentage of counts/6ff aone these

foreseen for any of the 15 Soviet Union's "republics" and this indu-

ces us to suppose thet soviet Latvia's economic life should be consi-

dered t. be more stabilized than =Ix in	 other f the Soviot repub-

lics. But, at the same time, it is a clear evidence that noviet Lat-

via's income is being used for the benefit of the entire -4oviet Union

thus givinE us s typical ezaniq e of Latvia's colonial exploitation by

the occupant.

Cu• 	 January 5th and 6th the .11th session of the fifth convocation

of the Latvian ESR Supreme Soviet took ploce in Pisa. The most impor-

tant item of -Its agenda were of economic character, including the

adoption of the state economic development plan for the year 19617

adoption of the 1961 budget and confirming of the 1959 hudget.mate
Widexik9.1fficitig 'plans have been included in the 1961 state economic develop-

ment projects. / 21412 No.5,, of 1961/.

The Latvian KR State Budget for the year 1961 has been worked

out correspondingly to the USSR State Plan.

The 1961 Latvian SZR State Budget's income side is 483,328,000 Rb.
Expenditures 480,684,000
Act. Balance	 2,644,000

The 1961:Latvian Republican B/ Idget foresees:
420,811,000 Rb.of income and
418,16 ,0Q0 Rb. expenses, or

2,644,000 Rb. as-Active Balance.
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The realizatt^m of the T etvian SP State Bud cret for the 7/ear 1959
hac the fol.,owia8 J:gures : Income- 4,841,481,000 fib. / old curr./

Txpend..4,7T4 P61,0rn " 

	

balance	 6Y:d20,C, Rti:

Implementation  of the State Economy Plan for the Year 1960.

Sovetskaya Latvia No.25 of January 29,1961, contoine the data pertaix

jug to realisation of the Latvian SSR State Economy Plan for the year

1960. In its editorial the newspaper mentions that the plan was rea-

lized in compliance with the decision of the XXI Congreas of the USSR

Communist .arty. Thus the factual power of the Russian colonial sys-

tem in Latvia again appears very distinctly.

Industry.

The output of Soviet Latvia's industry in 1960 has inceeased by

14% in comparison with the year 1959.

Produced in 1960 The year 1960 in compa-
rison with ahe year
1959 in .A,.

Steel, thous; of tons 	 91	 99.5
nectroonergY; faa bill.of kw.h. 	 1.6	 116
Product.of peat, in mill.of tons	 1.9	 86
Voturcl cas, mill.of cub. mt. 	 17.7	 10:
tancral fertilizers, thous.of to. 324	 101
7lectr.instz. 11.tor trains, thous.
of sets	 1.9	 98
l'assenger core for clectr. rail-
ways, pieces	 349	 136
Street-cars, pieces 	 181	 100.6
Automatic telephone exchanges,
thous, of customers' numbers 	 185	 1:1
Telephose, thous. of pieces	 527	 104
Electr.bulba, mill, of ideces	 71.1	 115
Cement, thous. of tons	 460	 111
Bricks, mill. of pieces 	 409	 107
Cellulose, thous. of tons	 35.6	 102
raper, thcas. of tons	 78.7	 104
Cotton fabrics, mill, of sq,$mt. 	 41.7	 102
Woollen stuff, 	 do	 11.6	 108
Linen,	 do	 8.4	 104
Silk,	 do	 10.1	 100.9
Socks and stockings, mill.of pairs 23.8 	 105
Ynitten underwear, mill.of pairs	 14.3	 105
Knitten garments, mill.of pc.	 3.?	 108
Leather footwear, mill.of pairs 	 7.4	 110
Rubber footwear,	 do	 6.6	 97
Bicycles, thous. of pc.	 183	 98
Radio receivesets, thous. of pc. 553	 106
rish catch, thous.of tons	 143	 137
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:roduced in 1900: Thu 'Year 196G in compari-
FER-Vith the Year 195,L9

la
Meat, industr.outp.in
thous.	 oA: in 30 113
Butter, in thous.of tons 25.2 105
Prw:.uctin of milk, thous.
of tons 204 118
Cheese, thous. JI tozs 4.3 121
Confectionery, thous. of tons 24.6 99

fAtecl, Liill of	 ;iacuo 5.7 37

Agriculture.

The acreage au der crops was 1.9 million hectares in 1960, or

apliroximately 502; less than in 1939 when Latvia was an indeperalent
The soviozee and kolkhmes did not implement the plan for

state. lizmuaexiciamaaskelickautaxeuvw-rfaidmixtexamattexaitaxampl
improving Of the dorolicted land;
trainxidurxeauxwitxtemataxtri sdatapc The volume of the

winter crops was lower than in 1959.

Nueoer of Cattle: in 194	 1959	 in 196q /approx
! i:1;resiin thous. or heads

a. In Kolkhozes and SovIth.
477
215
239
200

489
271
493
127

513
296
647
124

Cattle,/incluft.cows/
Cows
Pigs
:::beep

b. Private Sector:
Cattle, including 331 397 324
Cows 251 272 256
Pigs 361 366 401
Sheep

c. Total humbers:

320 _.....---.222....--

MITE7757771% 808 886 937
Cows	 •	 • 466 543 552
rigs 600 659 1048
Sheep 520 517 470

IL general, there is en increasing. tendency to be observed in kol.

khoses and ' sovkhozas, except for the numbers of sheep that had deores

sed. In the so-called private sector there is a 'decrease of cattle,

co and sheep numbers but a certain increase An te number of pigs in

comparison with the year 1959. But this private sector managed pri-

vately by the owners of the small plots of land / approk4% of the

total of the tilled land/ still registers a considerably large ler.;

centageof animals in comparison with the numbers owned by. the stet,
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thi	 z1,. one of the best extinlaes of a non-economical and absurd

s:i stem of cotw.uncl agriculture. If certain numbers of :,nimals have

decreased duriag the. year 1960, it is nothing else but the results

of a iz,eoeurs exorcised b the Gotar.unist Party to to sell forcibly

tho ;,r i vute-owned cattle to the state farms. A more interestint:; ill-

ustration e can obtain from the figures indictinr: production of

meat, milk and eggs.

	

1953 :	1959:	 1960: / Aprroxim.fiFures/

Kolkhozcz and Sovkuozoc:
Meat and bacon, net weight 36	 62	 74
in thoue.of tons, includ.
Pork	 14	 35	 39
Milk, thous. of tans	 400	 663	 725
tggs, mill.of pc.	 50	 73	 86

Private Sector:
ria—end bacon in thous. 47	 78	 77
of tons, including pork	 27	 43	 45
Milk, thous.of tons	 580	 777	 7W;5
Xggs, mill. of pc.	 126	 228	 219

Total for all types of
husbandries:
peat and baco4'in thous. 83 14o 151
of tons, includ.pork 41 78 34
Milk, thous. of tons 980 1140 1470
Eggs, million of pc. 176 301 305

it is evident that the se-called private sector is fulfilling more

than 50% of the plan for agricultural production deapite of the fact

that it occupies only about 4% of the tilled land's area. And this

is in au.kinds of production and despite the pressure exercised by

the Party and Government: It is the best example of the results

achievad by the collectivization system.

It is aide interesting to note the quantities of istvima agri-

cultural products which the Latvian larmers ti forced to deliver

to the All-Union Fund, in other words to the representatives of the

Swiet colonialism.
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1253:
Kolkhozes and Sovkhozes:

'

1222:

81
579
42

35
221

9

116
800
51

1212 /Approxim. figures/:

98
641
54

32
221
13

130
862
67

neat/on the hoof/ in thous.
of tons	 29
Milk, in thosu.of tons	 292
Eggs, in mill, of pc.	 15

Private Sectors
Meat, thous. of tons	 6
Milk,	 do	 118
Egge, mill, of pc.	 10

Total for All types of
busbandriess
Vest, thous. of tons	 35
Milk,	 do	 410
Eggs, mill, of pc.	 25

, Thus from the total of the agricultural output only 21,000 tons of

meat, 608,000 to.of silk and 238 mill. of eggs are left for the po-

pulation of the Latvian SSE. The rest is sent away to satisfy the

needs of the Soviet Union proper. This is the most striking example

of the colonial exploitation andtheref ore one should not wonder that

the private sector is selling to the state only about one third of

its produce but the rest is sold on the local markets or consumed by

the producers themselves. Also this may be qualified as a kind of a

resistance against the communist regime displayed by . the once free

farmers of Latvia,and'adversaries of the collectivization system, as

well.

Capital Construction.

Capital , investments made by the state lows increased in compari-

son with 1959; In the chemical industry 2.9 times; machine-construc-

tion -1.5 times; timber, paper and wood-working industries - by 56%;

/While the cellulose and paper industry has increased the capital in-

vestment by 2.1 timed. Again, there is nothing else but the result

of a colonial exploitation because the paper industry is using only

Latvian raw materials. In 1960 a new high-tension electric line was

built between Narvs and Riga / The Baltic VRES/ and the construction

pf a power-plant at Plav14,es started.
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It is also evident from the survey that "there are serious difi-

ciencies in the organizing of the construction and assembling works

and this is the reason why the construction of some very important

projects meant for industry, culture and communal OKOA0M7 has been

delayed. Bad quality's work is being tolerated in the construction

of apartment houses as well as in repairing of the apartments belong-

ing to the Soviet apartment fund". Thus also in the fad of construc-

tion the matters are bad, but the most important thing is that there

is in Soviet Latvia a chronical Shortage of living space.

Numbers 0 workers and office workers. incr.gmg_a_psi

welfare, and cultural needs.

The population of Latvian EISR has increased by 45,000 persons

during 1960 and now / as per Jan.lst,1961/ is over 2,155,000 pers.

The natural increase is being estimated to be 11,000 persons a year

and this means that during the last year 35,000 Russians have been

infiltrated. Furthermore, a statement has been made that the numbers

of workers and white collar workers employed in Latvian state eeonomp

during 1960 have Increased by 7% in comparison with the year 1959,

and now have reached 720,000 persons. All those employed have to

work now only 7 tembeafted or 6 hours daily, and the working week
is only 5 days. All workers and office employees big8 received at

least 2 weeks of paid vacations. Income tax for workers and white

collar workers has been abolished on Oct.lst,1960, but we know too

well that there are many ways of indirect taxation in the Soviet

Union. This reform applies only to wages and salaries.

The total of savings has exceeded 100 million rubles and the

number of investors has reached half a million. The population is

buying now / a funny . statement/ more of food and other wares.

However, the demand for some items from the category of consumers

goods has notlettleas satisfied in Latvia. The assort	 and
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quality oil some goods not always fit the customer's taste or demands,

saysthe survey. We do agree completely with this statement because
increase

the Soviet colonial policy is not directed towards the txtmxmackits of

the welfare of Latvian population.

293,000 students and pupils are attending Latvian schools during

the current academic year. 11,000 graduated from Latvian highschools

in 1960. The number of educational institutions: 183 schools tor ge-

nes' secondary poIytechnical education and 26 boarding schools.

46,000 students are attending the higher and secondary special school

among them 22,000 studying in schools for higher education. 48,000

persons are stdying in evening schools. 8,000 specialists have gra-

duated from higher and secondary special schools in Latvia during 360

Towards the end of 1960 there were registered in Latvia approxima-

tely 1000 movie-houses, more than 100 clubs and apiroximately 2000

public libraries with approximately 13 million books. 345,000 radio

receiver sets and 83,000 TV sets were used by the population in 1960.

The number of Physicians was 5000 towards the end of 1960. Appro-

ximately 50,000 children were enjoying vacations, in pioneer-camps,

children sanatoriums, tourist bases or participating inatcursions

during the last summen By the way, it must be noted that approximate-

ly only one sixth from the Latvian children could enjoy the above

ppivileges, and this is not much, indeed.

645,000 sq.mt .of living space were built in Latvia during the

year 1960. In these numbers is included the area built by state

means, which is 510,000 sq.mt . Besides it the kOlkhozniks and the

rural in telligentsia / in other words- members of the Party/ have

built 1700 houses during the same period.

B. AGRiCULTURB, 

Latvian agriculture under the eke of colonialism.

At the .plenum of the All-Union Communist Party te Central Comm.

Janury 12th which mostly had been dealing with agricultural . auestionA 
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a speech was also delivered by A.P19119 Lhe First Secretary of the

Central Committee of the Latvian Communist Party. This speech gives

us a good picture of the conditions prevailing in Soviet Latvian ag-

riculture and its complete dependency on Moscow. Here we have some

of the quotations/ /Bees Sovetskaya Latvtya No412,1961/

"... 15% of the meat stocked by the entire republic /Latvia/ in 1958,

were given to the All-Union stock; iniX 17% in 1959 and 19% in 1960.
Now, during the year 1961, this contribution will increase and reach

24%. From the milk 1:educed in the republic 39% were given to the

centralized All-Uniom stock in 1958, and 46.4% will be given in 3.%r.

N o wonder that there is a permanent shortage of meat and milk in

Latvia and the population thus is not permitted to satisfy their

own needs.

While speaking on the agriculture the rapporteur saidoNext to

good sovkhozes and kolkhozes we have also lagging farms. During the

last year 306 sovkhozes and kolkhozes / i.e. one quarter.Rapp./ had

not been able to fulfil their norms or have lost 50,000 tons of milk

In order to have a better yield of milk, one should take care
depending

that it would not ber gamot:kin from the season. During the five

months when cattle is grasing we must produce 61% of milk but the

rest of 39% should be produced during the remaining seven months

when the cows stay in byres."

" We have not yet used all our reserves in order to increase the

production of meat and. we have not yet fulfilled our pledges to sell

certain quantities Of meat to our state..." . " At the beginning of

this year we promised to fatten one million pigs but got 300,000
not

less. During the last year we could/?ten 50.000 steers and there-

fore we left this task over to the Year 1961...". " The Latvian

brown cows are very well known all over our country / the entire

Soviet Union/ and the demand for them is increasing every year.
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More than 15,000 cows were exported from the republic during the last

year. We could quite efficiently Increase the export of this cattlt

brand but, first of all, we have to solve the problem by achieving

that the meat-supply plan for the centralized All-Ullion stook ought

to be determined for our republic /Latvia/ while taking into conside-

ration the number of cattle to be exported". In other words, nothing

else but a total dependence on Moscow and its economic policy that is

a complete colonial exploitation of Latvia. "...It is notoriously

known that in accordance with the decision taken by the ni Congress 

of the All-Union Communist Party, the kolkhozes and sovkhozes of our

republic have to satisfy themselves their needs fe y food and fodder

grain, and we have still been planning to do it". Again- everything

is being determined by Moscowl

There is a Shortage of agricultural machines in Soviet Latvia and

they must be asked from Moscow despite the fact that are several

plants in Soviet Latvia producing agricultural machines for the needs

of the Soviet Union. Pel ge admits that "... only 350 machines for

sowing of Indian corn and 700 combines are now in 1267 husbandries

of our republic. We have for several times asked to allot us the ne-

cessary numbers of combines but our requests have been denied. We as-

ked for h elp also during this year by giving us 800 combines. We

have a lot of neglected land / cail miilion ha./ but we wannot use

it because the work is being strongly delayed by leek of bush-hackini

machines, stump estractorS, bulldozers, marsh-ploughs and other ma-

chinas... It is not possible to do such extensive work by manual

labor, alone..."

.There is in Riga one small superphosphate factory. We have askedi

Moscow to decide about the construction of a new, superphosphate fac-

*oxftory in our republic". Comments are not necessary. 8044*

tiones " The Organization of the Latvian Party is doing their
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possible to fulfil / underlined by V.H./ the directives of the

December 1959 Plenum of the Central Committee of the All-Union Commu-

nist Party with regard to mechanization of agriculture, but we dot

still have the adequate numbers of machines to carry it out. Only

23% of grain and one third of corn were reaped by combines in 1959.

Brveeting of sugar beets and flax is still being done manually. The

degree of mechanization is exceedingly low in cattle- breeding. Milk-

ing of cows is only 8% mechanized."

"...Financial means allocated for the needs of construction are

so restricted that it is not even possible to build shelters for the

cattle-increase". The entire speech by Pel5e is full of such admiss-

ions. The demands made by Moscow are very extensive and diddleu/tto

fulfil but the demands of Soviet Latvia are being ignored. In his

speech on January lgth Plenum Ehruahchev mentioned that "Latvia,

Lithuania and Estonia have without any ground decreased their produ-

ce of grain", and with reference to the 1961 harvest he said that

it would be necessary to produce / in millions of tons / the follow-

To satisfy completely	 Prepared in 1960: To be preDared. in
. the needs of Latvia :

8	 0	 4
/Seo42121 No.17 an! 18, 1961/.

By this Ehrushchev meant that the Latvian SSR did not deliver the

necessary quantities of grain for the needs of the Soviet Union. Be

said that in 1953 the quantity was 5.6 million tons, whereas in 1960

nothing has been delivered. It means that during the period 1953 to

1961 the produce of grain in Soviet Latvia has strongly decreased

leaving Moscow without anything in 1960. However, Ehrushchev forgot

to mention that thosa to be blend for it are not Latvian farmers,

resp. their idleness but the collective system as such which quite

naturally. has caused the peasants' resistenoe.
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Tasks imnosed on Latvia's agriculture.

The newspaper CT IR of April 8th,1961, published the decisions adop-

ted by the V Plenum of the Central Committee of Latvian Communist Par-

ty concerning beaks to be fulfilled by Latvia's agriculture in order

to implement the deisiona adopted by the January Plenum. The said gat

plenum of the Centr.Obmm.of Latv.Comm.Party took place in Riga; Yarch

3C . 1961, but this timo it took more than ono week's time before the

decisions were published. This indicates the degree of cautuion dis-

played by the occunantsfhenchmen, i.e. leadership of the Centr.Comm. ca
Latv. Comr. Party, by preparing instructions necessary for carrying

out of hicet the plans impcsel bo the oppressed nation's agriculture.

The decision is a very locg one and containing 27 paragraphs. Figures

and plans contained in the published text could be of a certain in-

terest to us .. Uoscow has decreed / decision adopted by the January,

,1961, Plenum of the Central Committee of the All-Union Communist Party

that during the next years Latvia will have to deliver to the Soviet

Union / i,e, to sell for the price fixed by the State / 8 million
poods /or 151,040 to./ of grain , 160,006 to. of meat and 1,300,000

tons of milk. This demand by Moscow is too high and there remains the
Ii1.111418

question whether Latvia even/the ven Year Plan ending in 1965 will

be. able to fulfil this norm. In 1960 Latvia did not 122,1 fulfil her

obligations in any of the branches. So, for instance, the percentage

for meat being only 88/100 from the plan /or 67% for pork/ and that

for the milk - only 96%. Awroximately 204 of husbandries did produce
lower quan tities of mast and milk than during the year 1959. Gene-

rally speaking the situation is much worse because many of the dist-
ricts did supply the Party with wron;figures. Besides ,t, not a grain

had been delivered to the State, i.e. the Soviet Union, in 196o.
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The task for the year 1961 is to deliver to the Soviet Union /frog

the Latvian Soviet Republic/ : 140,000 to.of meati 940,000 to.of milk

90 mill. eggs and 65.000 to. of cereals, es wellte to increase the

supply of other agricul tural products, let, at the same time, the said

decision of April 8th stated that " there are serious deficiencies

in the work of thli Party republican organisations, big mistakes made

while organizing work, failures of the last year repeated.... though

the year 1961 is suppos ed to be the decisive one in the struggle for

sharp increases of the volume of a gricultural produce. Despite this

the output has net increased in many districts during this year'and

the output of meat and milk to be sold to the state has even decreas-

ed in comparison to the last year / shortage of mlilk for 9% or 7% fox

meat, in sore districts even 20% to 40% of meat below the norm and

12,', to 27% short of norm form milk/. Likewise, the numbers of cattle

have decreased in some districts and risia_iiittle has also

taken place". /Tack of fodder. Rapp./

Having admitted thRt the two first years of the eleven Year Plan

had been nothing else but a failure, the Centr.Comm. of the Latvian

Communist Party is now demanding from the Latvian aericulture during

the next five years

Tills e:
a.	 de	 ko	 se

In Thous. of hectare s in:au 1 62 11964 12§2
4 1-1.E93 17763

in thous. of hectares:b. Cereals under cro

C. under cro for corn:

in thous40of ha .481..ilia‘Lbeittstsmsanitsd. Area undefooroe / 
1).4

e. The	 for the harvest of cereals in ent.from 1 hect.
4

Cattle-BreedinK 

a. Produce of meat La all sectors on the hoof  in thous.of toned
0

including output of pork:
145.6	 165:r— 176	 188.8
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production of meat in kslkhozys and sovkhozes:
175	 205	 225	 255

including output of Lod in eovkhozem and kolkhozes:
102	 120	 134	 131.

The volume of meat and pork production has not been mentioned in

the icision with regard to the year1961. As far as we can judge, the

so-called "private sector" will still be able to produce more than

sovkhohes and kolkhozes combined during the current . yess, and we can
suppose that it was not quite conveniently to admit it openly by giving

some figures. Beginning with the year 1962 the leadership in meat pro-

duction is supposed to be taken over for the first time by the qkolkho.r

zes and sovkhozes.

b. Production of milk in all sectors, iathous. of tons:

	

in aka	 12§1	 12t/	 122§5_	 1
1;680	 1;820	 1965	 2,120

including quantities produced in kolkhoses and sovkhozes:
970	 1,130	 1,300	 1,475

c. Number of cows in thous.:
----7215-758 700 745
including that in kolkhozes and sovkhozes

	

339	 382	 430	 474	 520..
(I. Eilalt-24.4641E-1.113.8.0

Theabove numbers include numbers of pigs in kolkhozes and sovkhozesq
which are planned to 723 thous. in 1962; 760 thous. in 1963 ; 880 thoup
sands in 1964 and one million in 1965.

Also numbers of cows and pigs for the rear 1961 have been omitted

in order to avoid the unpleasant numbers showing the leadership of tbi!

private sector despite the fact that 98% of the agricultural land be-

long to the colleetite sector. However, figures for the next years

shown in the tables disclose that the numbers are rather high in the
private made husbanded by the kolkhozniks privately on their small

plots of land representing only 4% of the toatl of agricultural land.

The tasks of the newlx-established ministries.

J.Peive in his report also pointed out that " in accordance with

decisions adopted by the January Plenum of the Centre/ Committee of

the All-Union Communist Party, the Latvian BER Ministry of Agricli,

tars has been ' reormanized. /This, of course is not interference into

interne/ affairs . of Latvia.Rapp./ This Was done with the purpose., to

e 1,130	 1,190
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introduce the experience gathered by the first ana foremost workers and

therefore the ministry will directly supervise the experimantal hus-

bandry in each of the agricultural districts. The district inspectora-

tes have been liquidated. The Ministry of Agriculture has been taken

away the responsibility from managing the sovkhozes, the latter being

now transferred to the Directorate for sovkhoaes of the Latvian SSR

Council of Ministers which was established in March 1961. Also there

was established an association called " The Latvian Agricultural Tech-

Maw" the task of whichis to supervise the amelioration and land-cul-

tivation questions, the exploitation of agricultural technique, repairs

and supplying of all scvkhozes with tednnical means of production. Also

a Supply Ministry has been established in Soviet Latvia that should

take care of the fulfilment of the tasks imposed by the State with re-

gard to supply of agricultural products and raw materials as demanded

by the State Plan."There is no doubt that the new structure of the ag-

riculture' organs will further the progress of agriculture." / See:

gad, Bo.98 of 1961/.

By their nature the above-mentioned reorganizations to save the

agriculture in Latvia have already been delayed too much and there is

no doubt the the work of these newly-established directorates will not

proceed amoothely. But this remains to be seen. Two years ago', when ths

last Seven Year Plan began, the Latv.Comm. Party had been boasting

that the plan will be surpassed already in 1963 but at this year's con.

fereace there had been a cautious talk about the "fulfilment prior to

the schedule". But also this remains to be seen. The newly-established

Ministry of Supply is the worst one what concerns all this reorganisa-

tions. The oppressed people od Latvia have already named it "The Vini-

stry for Requisitions" because its task is nct to help the kolkhosniks

but to exploit the agriculture is every respect. This exploitation'is

being done in order to fulfil the norms set by Moscow. .4L41---eambe4r-ser
tivirs---is—zroirm—trinunielyezkleltirtiota,4
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Wwes.in.russl districts.

0148 of Pay 18th,1961, writes that some of tht collective farms are

trying to interest their workers by securing them higher wages.Agricul.-

tusl worker is earning 60 to 70 rubles a month in the district of Dobe-

le, but the so-called mechanizators earn more by being paid 2.8 to 5,4

rubdas fel, a working day's norm. If the harvest heppens to be in ex-

cess of the :lan the farm-hands are supposed to get 25Y. more for

over-production. In the district of Aizpute, in order to pereuddes wor-

kers to sow more corn- a premium of 1.4 Pb. Is promised for each ton o2

corn-fodder in excess Of the plan. The district of rieraelava is more

modest in this respect since the said paper writin abcut this says:

Wages for a working day is satisfactory in our district; being 0.50

Rb plus 1.5 kg. of grain. Bedides it, we will use a half of our income

in the excess of the plan as payments for premiums." It is obvious from

the above how different is the remuneration for work in various places

in Soviet Latvia. If we compare the new ruble with the dollar it is not

difficult to se how low is the income at Latvian peasants. Besides it,

we should not forget that the ruble's buying capacity is nuch lower

than that of the dollar, and also the primitive conditions under the

Communiet regiMe should be taken into consideration.

Spoilage in Latvian industry.
Comrad!: G.Gaile, Direct: r of the Latvian SSR State Economy Adkini-

stration, in the magazine loadomAu Latvijas Komunists No.1 of 1961 ad-
mits that one of the worse case of production of spoilage WAS observed

in the VET / the biggest electro-pifilit in the entire Soviet Union/.

This factory, he told, is forced to take back every fourth radio set

sold by it under the trademark "Latvlja". The same could be said about

every third telephone produced by the yl? and every fifth automatic

telephone exchange having defects . that should have been eliminated by

the producer.
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. The things are by no means better in the textile industry. The

knitted goods factory "illgas AItaje" had to qualify 24i2 items out of

an output of 2965 to be of inferior quality. 241 had to be sent back

for repairing and 640 items had been totally rejected. Defective ware

is also produced by the bycicle factory "Sarkana .:waugane", the facto-

ry of auto-electrical devices, and also the shoo factory Tionieris"

and "PaSzma". Of particularly bad quality is children footwear. ' lbcamin-

ing the iroduction,6670 pairs of children shoes had to be rejected

in the shoe factories "Firmais Maijs", "Rekords" and "ldonieris" during

the first eight months of 1960. The same can be said about the Radio-

factory "Popov", rubber factory "Meteors", and some others, toe.

The spoilage is caused by the lack of discipline, unregulated work .

and inadequate control. This is a rather frank Linguage. Ali of the

said factories are the biggest ones of their kind in Latvia and if the-

re is no adequate discipline, it would not be difficult to imagine how

the thinge are in the smaller plants.

soviet Latvian industry's output,.

Padoiu Jaunatne of April 3011961, wrote that n ::elying on the in.-

dustrial mtght of the 5oviet State and the brotherly assistance rende-

red by the Soviet nations, the Latvian nation has created during the

post-war years a new socialistic industry. This is quite true:-

while using the raw materials produced in other republice and using

the skill and work of Latvians. This is the Way how the things are in

the colonies. Speaking about the plans and activities of the soviet

Latvian industry the said paper wrote that the principal task of Lat-

via during the seven Year Plan should be to develop the electrotech-

nical, radiotechnical branches and building of apparatuses and trane-

portation machines, as well as furthering of. the fishing industryjaw

many items are being made in Seviet Latvia, like comfortable Diesel

cars, street railway-care, movale:S/ectroestations, eleóro-deyi;ppe,
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hydib-turbines, telephone switch-boards, telephone installations for

mites, auto control devices, hydrometeorological apparatuses, citric

acid, and many medical preparations.

Though the population of Latvia is only about 1% of that of the ;So-

viet anion and her territory represents not more than gra* 043% Of that
-	 o

of the .ioviet empire, Latvia occupies an imprtant ;lace among the °thin

"republics what concerns the volume of the industrial output. So, for

in stsnce, in 1960 *Uga gave more than 14% of the total of laundering

mschinas produced in the entire Soviet Union, or 13;:; of radio-receiveri

and ca.6 of the toatl of bycicles. Xvery fifth tram-car is produced

in lige and Latvia produces 351: of the paper and knitwear manufactured

in Soviet Union, or Y.; of furniture and wool fabrics. Latvian fisher- .
men catch 3.5% of the toatl Soviet Union's fish catch and in the field

of manufacturing of mineral fertilizers Latvia occupies the 6th place

among the other soviet republics. Telephones made in Riga are exported

to 96 Soviet Union's ocnomic district.

Semi-fabricates of various kind are sent to Latvia from 29 Soviet

cities; various installations are imported from 45 districts of natio.

nal economy but oil from 22, metal from 29, and coal from. 5 districts.

D..Cui4JMUCTILN.

A Vent ixinting-house will be built in Riga.
telegraph

The Zoviet Unibn's/agency TAW,: reported that it has been planned

to build a giant printing-house in Riga that would be able to print

one milliOn newspaper copies a day. It appears from this news that

the Russians intend to print in Riga Russian papery for the entire So.

viet Union. It also means that the Latvian polygraphic industry ,that

had been highly developed during the era of the independent Latvia ,

would serve Rusaians emir a good example. This project coincidesvath

the Kremlin's policy aiming at strengthening efts Russian eleMant in
Latvia. / Source: Letvija Amerika, December,21st,1960./	 '
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Construction  of the oil-nine to Vents ils interrunted.

The construction of thie pipe had to be finished durinf; this year.

It meant that approximately in the middle of 1961 this pipe would have

connected Ventspils with the oil-pipes in the district of Volga or the

Ural Mountains. For the time being there is a gap several hundred km.

wide and there are no indications that the con:tructions woud,d be fi-

nished within the next three years.

The London nwespaper The_Financkal Times of January 19th said that

the construction was interrupted because of lack of tubes. Further, the

said paper informs that the Soviet papers had during tiic last months

often criticized the incapacity of the steelworks to produce dua,quan.

titles of material necessary for fulfilment of the pipe-casting-acord-

ing to the plan. Lugo quantities of tubes are being consumed by the

.2500 miles. long oil-pipe connecting the Baku oil-fields in Caucasus

with Poland, Eastern Germany, Czechoslov_akia and Hungary. It seems

that for the time being this pipe-line has got a priority,

But even if the Ventspils oil-pipe could be finished during the

next years, a long time will elapse before the conetruction of the re-

fineries could be done because the construction has not yet been start.

.ed,at all. But today Ventspils has been transformed into a real Russi-

an colonization center with hundreds of oil specialists and their fami-

lies who have already arrived there.

The purpose of the Ventspils refinery is conquerring of the Scan-

dinavian market. There was a project in Moscow to build some oil refi-

neries in Blaipeda but it seems that in connection with the disconti-

nuation of the Venspils pipe also'the Klaipeda project has been dropped

It would be n sive tb imagine that solely because of commereial con.

siderations . Moscow is constructing the long pipes coning from Cauca-

sus and the Ural Mountains and running to the satellites, and Ventspils.

The most important reason is nothing else butc thehupply of the Soviet
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armios pith fuel. Ventspils is onx the flank and therefore for the

time being preference has been given to the construction of a pipe

connecting the satellite countries bud aupplying the armios statiooned

there.

Construction of a new theatre in Piga.

Accordin,7 to Literature un MAksle Ne.9 of 1961, the first discussion

of tho blueprint for the new Art Theatre took place quite recently

in Riga. falyeral Doviet Latvian architects and the prnagement of

les Teltris /Art Theatre/ participated in this exami.aation and dis-

cussion. Me project seems to be attractive because of its NurOpean-

type architecture, and most of the present approved it, but, of cour-

se, there rare some technical objectione and corrections. Only one of

the architects, a Russian named A.Eramarev, / the author of the project

is a Latvian architect /woman //Surto. Stone/ criticized the project

while saying that it, t.e. the shape of the new theatre 	 does not co-

rrespond to the requirements of the socialistic realism". That such

requirements should be, the criticaster did not reveal but his remarks

produced sneers and silence because the Russian communists themselves

do not know or understand the meaning of the socialistic realism.

BrocOni cement plant again expanded.

The newspaper glaa / No.54, 1961/ reports that the Beni Cement

.Plant, the largest of its kind in the entire Soviet Union, is being

expanded again. It has been calculated that the limestone deposits in

the district of Saldus would be sufficient for 50 to 60 years of pro-

duction. The extension plans are very fer-going.Cement and other pro-

dznets will be sent to Moscow, Leningrad, Cuba, Burma..."the produce

of the .... Broceni plant will be traveling far away..."

Constructon of the Salaspile atomic reactor almost finished.

Gat Bo.124 of 1961 reports that " the year 1961 *111 be very im-

portant for the development of physics in our republid. We Will
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recetve at our disposal sn atomic reactor suitable for research and

thu- we will ba able to do e wide research with the help of this big

and modern alraratus. Together with our physicists there will also be

working representatives from our neighbour republics - 7stonia and Li-

thuania. The constrection of the first Baltic atomic renctor is near-

in!! its end. The electro sub-station and the artesian well are already

working. In a few days will be working also other subsidiary installa-

tionn including Itter boiler house. For the time being work is being don(

in the main building. The assembling of the reactor's Junction -bdaer,

biological protective zone and hot cameras will be soan finished. Fur-

ther the said :aper asserts that " the po pulation of Ealaspila may be

assured that no harm will bekaused to them or the neighbourhood". Be-

sides it an extensive modernization has already been carried out in-

creasing the reactor's capacity from 1000 to 2000 kw. Physicists from

Moscow and Georgia had been helping to build this reactor,and exten-

sive recearch had been carried out in the field of ilaysies and chemi-

stry. The modern reactor will be ready prior to its deadline - the

opening of the MI Congress of the L11-Union. Connunist

plueprints for construction of hydroelectric plants on Daugava.

According to elate No.135 of 1961, it appears that seven new electro

plants will be constructed od the Daugsva River at: Vitebsk, Bessenko-

vitchi, Druja $ Deugsvpile, Jakabpils, Plavinas and Dole. Five of them

will be located on Latvian territory.

In tDUCATIN, OULTURE,ART ND RUIGICK.•

Congress of Soviet Latvian Teachers.

The second congress of Latvian teachers took place in Riga, Decem-

ber 2?th,1960. Wore than 500 delegates representing teachers and also

guests from other Soviet republics participated at this meeting, and

Mrs.J.Purtceva, the USSR Minister of Education, was the man speaker.
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The crIgress be:zen with a mass decoration cerc7nnies of teacherej

37 cchool worker wcro decorated with the Order of Leath, 110 -with

the Order 4 73BA rLe of Yerit"; 270 persons . were given the Pedal "For lie-

roism of Cocialist Labor" and 73 persons were decorated pith thf# "cor-

der of the !ed Banner". These rewards were given by the Presidium of

the Supreme Soviet of the USSR but the Presidium of the Latvian SS7/

Supreme Eoviet awarded 19 honorary titles /"Honoured Teacher"/. Thus

, as a natter of fact, awards were given to all teachers participating

in the above conpress.

Two lonc speeches were delivered also by V.KrDm10 the miniater

of 3ducation of the Latvian SCR, and A..Atmanis, First Secretary of

the Central Committee of the Latvian Eomsomol.

KrumirWspeech was dedicated mostly to some rearrangements in the

educational program, as well as criticism of thn failure in the

school work.

It is a fact that e1 seven-year elementary schools in Soviet Union,

including Itltvia, are being converted now into "incomplete secondary

schools for general education • preparing for a poltechAical work"

thus tormia.ating the work of the now existing highschools. This re-

arrangement should be acrried out not later than Septast,1962.While

spanking on the students' progress, school Work andths takks imposed

upon teachers, Eroming , among other things, said the following: /See

Ca of December 28th,1960/

"...Vot all of the scholl coleectives anlachool directors do work

energettcally and skilfully enough to enable all children of the echo())

age to attend 'schools. There are many deficiencies in several four

year elementary schools and seven-year schools. Therefore we have un-

successful pupils and many children do not graduate at all. Much of

the preliminary work should be done before the transition to the new .

system: 470 classrooms, 550 scientific studies and 26.0 Working,shops
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This work.... should be done by our own forces". The rapporteur gave

an example by quoting the achievemnts reached by the kolkhoznike of the

grustpils district, who " during the last years while using the local

resources / the kolkhozes and local organizations/ have built 4 schools

for 920 pupils, 2 boarding schools and 5 houses for teachers; / This

is a rather sad statement: in seountry where everything is supposed

to be delivered by the State, the impoverished kolkhozniks are forced

to take care of construction of the scho61 buildings.Rapp./. Further

the speaker made the following statement:" The numbers of evening -

schools has rapidly increased where the working youths are getting

their education. The day-schools are being gradually Converted into

those of productive training. During the year in 180 highschools /out

of 276, among Which 26 are boarding-schools/ production-training is

being extended to more than 11,000 students./ who have AMA work/
than to learn.Rapp./ The evening-schools' specific weight ts constant-

ly increasing. More than 25,000 youths are lear,ning in these schools

this year -Great deficiencies have been observed in the ruarl eveh.

ing schools... During the last years there have been opened in our re-

public 26 boarding-schools for 5077 pupils. During the Seven Tear Plan

it has been scheduled to open 65 boarding-schools for 18,000 pupils.

The system of extended school-days has proved to be an imprtant meas-

ure usefuld for education. During this academic year we have approxi-

mately 250 of such groups comprising ca. 8000 pupilsan Riga has been

opened a school having extended number of school days."

This part of the report shows us how the Latvian youths have been

fenced in to be able to get education. "Overtime" class hOurs, evening

schools and, finally,, boarding-schools / nurseries Of the new commu-

nist generation/ are a rather characteristic traits for all what the

have to endure in their way to higher education.
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Further the speaker gave his instructions to the teachers while

sayings" Unfortunately, there are deficienices in the educational work

of some of the schools. The principal factor determining the ideolo-

gical education is the ideological and Marxist preparedness... There-

fore,, the task of every teacher is to widen the volume of his icbologi-
cal and political knowledge. Particular attention should be paid to

the inculcation of the Leninist spirit of friendship among the Soviet
nations,and that of the international socialism. The students should

be explained... .the brotherly communimty at the interests and aims of

the Soviet nations. The common struggle of the Latvian and Russian Ile-
tions and their cultural relations in the past, the unselfish assist-

ance rendered by the great Russian nationm,as well as other brotherly

nations to the national economy of the soviet Latvia - those are the

themes that should be mastered during the lessons or studies during

the out of school hours."

This is one the meanest assertions ever made by the occupants.let-

viams have never had any cultural ties with the Russians and what the

speaker said is nothing else but a pure communist imagination. And at

the same time the communist henchmen are trying to persuade by all

0108MA that no Russification is being carried out in Latvia!

Speaking about the construction of school buildings, Varemigi was
forced to admit that " the construction schedule does not satisfy Us.

Many schools are working in two shifts. In accordance with the new

construction plan 90% of all schools should have only one working

shift by 1965 but in 1968 all schools should have it".

In his lecture A.Gitmenis, First Secretary of the Centr. Comm. of

Latvian Comm. Party, besides the usual summons to contribute towards

the communist construction work, mentioned some characteristic fig-

ures / See:EIRI of December 29th,1960 / "Now, approximately 20,000
teachers are working in our republic,/55% of them ahving higher
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education/. Among them there are 3900 members of Komsomol. It means

that each fifth teacher is a member of Komsomol... There are 15,000

Komsomom-members in the 700 Komsomol organizations for pupils and stu-

dents... More than 93,500 young Leninist have been united in the pio-

neer organizations of our reoublic... During the last summer more than
children 

22,000 pupils and over 1200/Mere taking rest in 39 pioneer camps belong

ing to the Trade Unions and 12 camps for work and relaxation. The vaca-

tion period for the pioneers hai now been connected with their partici-

pation in manual work while building kolkhozee and eovkhoees... Yet,

up to the present day we have not solved the problem of cadres for the

pioneer camps, where very often are working occasional workers having

no pedagogical education... For the time being we have in our republic

250 schools where in special classes Latvian and Russian language is

being used simultaneosly..."

These statements by A.hitmanis are very significant: only one out

of five teachers is a communist and from 300,000 pupils and students

only 106,500 belong to the Komsomol or Pioneers. /15,000 members of

Komsomol and 93,500 Pioneers/, or only one third of the total! And from

this great number of pupils only 22,000 had been given the opportunity

to have vacations and rest during the last summer. Maybe the lucky

ones were children of Party members?

A new sChool sub act in kioviet Latvian schools.

A new subject - "Elements of the Political Knowledge" will be intro-

duced in Soviet schools next academic year 1961/62. Already during the

current year this subject has been tentatively intreduced in seven

Latvian schools, i.e. 3 Riga secoddary schools, 2 schools for working

youths and the Augstkalns secondary school at Dobele. The new course

comprises " important theoretical questions helping to discover the

economic and philosophic foundations of the Communist Weltanschauung,

primoipies of the historical materialism and dialectics h and "gives

omportant knowledge of t#e socialistic •conomy and principles mf
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education of tomorrow's man". Furhtermore, it has been pointe.d . out

that " the basic programs of the political knowledge have been tightly

connected with actual events, policy of the Party and Soviet Gaernment

and struggle for the fulfilment of the Seven Year Plan."

What is the actual genre of this subject and method could be obtain..

ed frbm the experience and examples gathered at the hugstkalne school

that pemitted to use the themes prepared by its students and entitled

like "Liberation movement of the African nations" or "Unemployment in

the USA", as lectures in the neighbouring kolkhozes and sovkhoees.

And, of course, the thesis like "The Achievements of the Chinese People

Republic" should not be forgottensbut it would be in vain to find

among these themes something pertaining to the construction of communis

in Latvia or Soviet Union itself. Thus we have to come to the conclusi-

on that this new school subject is meant for training of Soviet youths

for a world-wide communist propaganda. Source:Badomju LatviJas Skola,

Bo.2, 1961.

The Greek Orthodox Cathedral closed in Riga.

The newspaper Latvidd No.22 of 1961, reported that the Greek Ortho-

dox Cathedral in Riga was closed for Divine service shortly before

My 3st,1961. Crosses were sawedbff. For the time being there is no

information indicating for what purposes it will be used. The Lutheran

Cathedral of Staary that was closed some years ago is now being re-

built tar as a museum and a concert hall, reconstructing also the or-

gan that used to be one of the most famous in Europe. The Orthodox

Cathedral in Rigs was built during the years 1877 and 1884, This Arch

during the czarist regime in Latvia had been often used for russiani-

zation purposes and for glorifying of Russian imperielism. Now the

communists have other methods for russification and therefore the

cathedral had to follow the fate of many Lutheran and Roman Catholic

churches in Latvia.
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IV 11U43;;IFICATION  DEkORTAT IONS , TERpRaNAGANDA AkD CTRERS.

Campaign against the Latvian L152_21/.

212! and Riga Radio, as well,started on March th,1961 the campaign

against celebration of the Latvian national holiday"Ligo Day: In the

result of this campaign there were no Ligo songs in Soviet Latvia this

year beoause the Party and the"Government "do not recognize this most

popular and ancient of the Latvian national holidays. At least this re-

fers to radio and the press. This refusing to recognize this holiday

was begun last year and this was particularly &it by the Latvian peop-

le since during the first years atter Stalin's death the government

and the Party had been en-couraging the celebration of this day.Then

there was a sudeen turn and Latvian , communists were considered to be

poisoned with "nationalism" and quite a number of them lost their jobs

and xoscow declared that the time has come to annihilate the national

"ddistinctions". And then began the attacks against the Lig° Day / on

never been mentioned by the press thoughSt . JChn's Day/ which have

the people have been celebrati ng this day secretly risking a punishment

The communists did introduce some new holidays instead but none of then

has ever been able to replace the traditional Igo Day!

Advertising of Russian language in Latvia.

2121 of May 10th,1961, dedicated a whole page to praising of Russian

langtage. The peer says that " Latvians are ,indeed, happy having been

on friendly terms with the Russian language and the great Russian

tion since time immemorial . The Russian langaage is not to them a fer-

sigaQ:anguage but this is the language of their friends and defendors,

- the language of the common fight for freedom... We need Russian lan-

guage more than any bther... Not every--body is capable of learning

languages but let us remember that no efforts OD ti,119 should be spared

to master it." PUrther the feature says that the Russian language is

the most progressive of the tongues, and a language that should 04 : Se-
riously expected.tebecome the language of the future.:' /Underlined.
by



Deportation's. 

On April 19th Radio Riga announced that 443 construction special-

ists have been seat seen off to Kazakhstan to do construction work

there. But at the same time there is a shortage of such epecialists

in Latvia herself. let, the local needs should be forgotten when the
occupants! aim is nothing else but the exploitation.

200 Latvian youths have again been sent to Northern Kazakhstan from

Latvia on May 25th, according to Radio RIga and Padonju Jaunatne No.

101, 1961. The first party of youths came from Liepaja, Daugavpils and

Jelgava. 35 communist youths left from Liepaja, 23 -from ' Jelgave and

22- from Gaugsvpils. All of them have a certain trade maxi and they are

17 to 19 years old, in other worlds children. All of them have graduat-

ed from some kind of teehhical semi, and it shmild be noted that the

graduation exams have been arranged prior to regular schedule, as this

is the case with Daugavpils. It is not a secret that there is a shor-

tage of hands in Latvia herself, and this particularly apilies to spedi

alists but despite this the Russian colonial regime takes into consi-

deration only its own requirements. This is again a squandering of

Latvian lifes for the needs of the Muscovite empire because this time
it is obvious that the Latvian youths are leaving their homeland for

good. to stay their entire life inthe virgin lands, and only a few of

them might be lucky enough to escape or to return home.

No.131 of 1961 reported that on June 3rd,1961, "the regular

group of enthusiasts / the .paperdid not mention any numbers.Rapp./

left for a permanent work in Kazakhstan. Already prior to thin more

tilan 150 of our republic's constructors had left for a permanent work

with the Matyevo Construction Administration at the district of Octo-

ber, Northern Kazkhstan."

Magazine hvaigzna No.9 of 1961, reported that "also many youths
of Our republic, the future mAdical specialists, inspired by comrade

Khrushchey's WI, have submittein 
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them to work in the virgin lands". The said magazine has a picture

showing four young physicians who recently graduated from the Insti-

tute of Medicine and 8 nurses. It seems that only 3 among them are Ru-

ssians. Thus hhe deportation of "volunteers-enthusiasts" is being con-

tinued under the disguise of providing them with work in the remote

areas of the USSR.

Purges still continuing in Latvia.

According:to Literattlra un MSksla of April 8,1961, it appears that

V.Sauleskalns has been kicked out of the Soviet Latvian Asan. of Writer

but V.Melnis has been ousted from all his posts there. Besides it,

a "strict Party punishment" was meted out to Riga writers ..7.Laganev7

skis, V,Altyrtsev and M.Zorin. Both of the latter are Mussians and one

should supi:ose that they were infected by the "Latvian bourgeois na-

tionalism" to which A.Voss repeatedly referred in his report..His

speech was dealing with arts and their share got also "the summits of

Latvian white emigrees" who from abroad are sending in to tatvia "• a

plenty of nationalistic literature, letters, various packages" and who
also " take care of an increasing anti-Soviet propaganda."

Five Death Sentences in Piga.

The session of the Latvian SR Supreme Court took place in Riga,

from March 9th to Aoril 13th,1961, at which was tried the case against

-nine members of the Latvian Legion. They were accused of "treason to

the homeland", "warfare against partisans in Byelorussia, and mass

murders". All of the said were made POW by Russians towards the end

of the World War II and it seems that they had already served their

terms in Siberia. Three among them had been regular army officers in

the old Latvian Army and they gotthe severest punishments. It appears

from the prosecutor's and the chief justice's speeches that thiatrial

should serve as a sharp warning to all reven-gers and war mongers-

war criminals who managed to stay tree". Also it was evident from
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hope that the old times will come back again, i.e. Lattia will be free

and independent.

Five of the accused were sentenced to death penalty but the remain-

ing four were given 15-years' " deprivation of freedom " sentences.

Similar trials and almost simultaneously, too, took Alice in Tallinn,

Estonia and Vilnius, Lithuania. Two of the accused were sentenced to

death in Tallinn and the same penalty was given to three persons in

Vilnius. It should be noted that dtrind the Tallinn trial which took

place prior to the Riga trial, the Russians tried to extradite some

peplums from England and Australia, but both of the said countries

refused to do so referring to the illegality of Estnia's incorporation

into the Soviet Union. On May 31st Radio Riga announced that death

sentences have been carried out to five Latvians, former members of

Latvian Army and Latvian Legion who were sentenced during the trial

that took place in Rigs from March 9th to April 13th. Radio Riga also

mentioned that the Supreme Soviet of Latvian SSE /which is nothing

else but a puppet parliament / declined the appeals submitted by the

accused. This murdering of former LatVhn soldiers is a new barbaric

ect perpetrated by the occupants and belonging to the long chain of

crimes which was begun by the Soviets when they in 1941 murdered some

Latvian frontier guards, and which has not yet. been interrupted after

21years of. slaughtering of Latvian . people. The Riga trial was the usual

communist the performance when peoples accused of crimes never co-

incited by . them are also denied the legal right of a defence councel.

Zionist literature fAidden in Latvia.

During the month of May the Israeli bashetball team was visiting

in Riga whose trainer Mr.N.Cagen had once been a citizen of : Latvia.

embers of the said team 'did spread among. Latvian lows some 	 ii. •

teraturein Russian language and:; for that the Soviet papers did severly

con sure the Israeli bakstball players and called them Westernspies.



"Sourgeoi

On Uay 25rd,the Radio Riga attacked again Latvian "bourgeois natio-

nalists". The ccntents were a feature by a certain comr:Ide .Sendriks,

Director of the group of lectors of the Central Comm. of the Latvian

Communist Party, in which he was trying to expose the "bestial nature"

of the bourgeois nationalists, their "subservience to American imperial-

lists", etc. The broadcast also made a statement that nationalism

/ dating from the era of the independent Latvia/ is still existing in

Latvia, a nd therefore the communists should work carefully and persis-

tently in order to annihilate the remants of the borugeois natioanliss

In other words, the struggle against the national elements in Soviet

Latvia has still a ling way to go.

CONCLUSiGN.

This survey covering the last nine months' events in ,.;oviet Latvia

makes it clear that despite 21 years of occupation there are no indi-

cations whatsoever that the pagmtia Communist Party has become more

popular or that the economic achievemaats are worth of mentioning, and

still much should be done in this field. The purges within the party

and Government that began in 1959 with the purpose to strengthen the

so-called Moscow line have not yet been finished and have caused a

grebter resistance by the so-called nationalist circles,which fact i.e

evident from speeches delivered during the communist congresses and

meetings during the last nine months. And one should not forget that

at the most of such convention,s there are present Moscow's special

emissaries who very often, like the local communists, are forced to	 f.g;

speak about the boungeois nationalism, and nationalism in general.

The second year of the Seven Year Plan has a plenty of failures. It

appears that the plans made in Moscow are very difficult to'fUlfil

and if one would speak honestly about the fulfilment of thts‘ifStet,e-H„.

Pikene must say that it very often is based on the "cheating ()Ohs.
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State" by filing reports which only indicate that the plans have been

fulfilled on the paper but not in reality.

All this Is a amom*katia vigorous evidence to the fact that the

people in Soviet Latvia are opposidg the occupation regiae and its

methods of colonial exploitation and we hope that this resistance

spirit will remain unbroken also ingthe future until the Latvian na-

tion will be able to shake off the communist yoke and return to the

community of tree countries.


